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Financial Restructurings

Form Technologies recently completed a Transaction Support Agreement by which the company
recapitalized and extended debt maturities. Form Technologies is a manufacturer of small precision
engineered components and its subsidiaries include Dynacast and Signicast. The company extended its
revolving credit facility and first-lien term loan maturities to 2025, issued a new $175 million first-lien
term loan, and received an investment of $300 million in new preferred equity from existing shareholders
and third-party investors. Proceeds from the new equity will be used to pay down a portion of the
company’s outstanding revolving credit facility and first-lien term loan, in addition to repaying the entire
second-lien term loan at a discount to par value. Form Technologies ultimately improved its debt maturity
profile and improved its capital structure, however; we view the transaction as a distressed exchange
since second-lien noteholders received less than par value.

French tubular pipe producer Vallourec SA reached an Agreement in Principle with its major creditors to
swap part of its

€ 3.5

billion ($4.2 billion) of debt into equity on February 3, 2021. The agreement will

reduce the company’s debt by roughly half, or

€ 1.8

billion ($2.1 billion). Current lenders Apollo and

SVPGlobal will become the largest shareholders in the group. The company's new debt structure will
consist of the following, according to S&P Global Ratings:
2026;

€ 462

million unsecured RCF due 2026; and

€ 262

€1

billion of listed unsecured bonds maturing in

million of a state-guaranteed loan due 2022

with the option to extend by up to five years at the discretion of the borrower. The company will also
benefit from a cash position at closing of roughly

€ 1.4

billion. In connection with the agreement,

Vallourec missed its principal interest payment on its revolving credit facilities, which we consider a
default. Vallourec is currently completing this restructuring agreement through safeguard proceedings
(procedure de sauvegarde) under French court supervision. The deal is expected to be completed in June
2021.

M&A Activity
TRM Equity announced that it completed the acquisition of Elyria Foundry and Hodge Foundry on January
25, 2021. Elyria Foundry is a manufacturer of ductile iron castings, serving the defense, oil & gas,
construction equipment, and mining markets. Terms of the deal were not disclosed. TRM Equity is headed
by Jeffrey Stone and Robert Sylvester, both of whom are also associated with Speyside Equity.
Speyside’s portfolio of companies includes Ashland Foundry and Dalton Corporation, among others.

United States Steel Corporation completed the acquisition of the remaining equity in Big River Steel for
approximately $774 million. As a result of the acquisition, Big River Steel’s PG Score was downgraded to
36 from 41, which reflects marginal risk and is in line with United States Steel’s risk rating.
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Forterra, a manufacturer of water and drainage infrastructure pipe and products, announced it has
entered into a definitive agreement under which Quikrete Holdings will acquire all outstanding shares of
the company in an all-cash transaction valued at approximately $2.7 billion. Upon completion of the
transaction, Forterra will become a privately held company. Forterra’s subsidiaries include U.S. Pipe and
Bio Clean. In our initial view, the acquiring firm, Quikcrete Holdings, has a stronger credit profile than that
of Forterra, which would be credit positive depending on the details of the transaction.

Victaulic Company, a producer of ductile iron castings for its own brand of mechanical pipe and flowcontrol products, has purchased Waupaca Foundry’s Lawrenceville, PA, foundry for an unreported price.
The 22,000-sq.ft. plant will increase Victaulic’s U.S. casting capacity by 70%, it added, anticipating
future demand for its finished products. In June 2020 Waupaca Foundry announced plans to close the
Lawrenceville operation, citing "capacity that exceeds demand in the (automotive) supply chain."

Soaring Demand Causing Supply Shortages
As the gradual economic recovery continues, consumer demand is picking up. Some manufacturers cannot
keep up because of supply chain issues. According to federal data, consumer spending on long-lasting
goods in the U.S. rose 6.4% last year but domestic production of those goods fell 8.4%, leading to
shortages and higher prices.

In the automotive industry, a semiconductor shortage is expected to hamper automaker production.
According to S&P Global Ratings, some automakers could face up to a 20% production shortfall in the
first half of 2021. Ford, General Motors, and Daimler all announced they have idled some plants and cut
production at other facilities to adjust to the shortage. Mark Fulthorpe of IHS Markit states "At this stage,
while we anticipate a million vehicles will be delayed from production in the first quarter, we expect the
industry to recover later in the year, with little expected risk to the full year forecast of 84.6 million units
at this time. We are continuing to monitor, however, and the situation remains fluid."

Demand for boats increased significantly due to COVID regulations and restrictions. As a result, Malibu
Boats ramped up production to meet the growing demand. But some suppliers were slow to respond
according to CEO Jack Springer in a recent Wall Street Journal article. Smaller companies with less cash
have had a harder time accelerating production, acquiring materials and shipping components, especially
from overseas, Malibu said, leading to shortages of components for outboard engines and windshields as
well as wiring harnesses.

Bankruptcy
Offshore drilling company Seadrill Limited filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on February 10th. The filing
came shortly after five of the company’s offshore drilling units separately filed Chapter 11. Seadrill intends
to use the filing to restructure its balance sheet to allow it to continue to operate its modern fleet of
drilling units. The company expects significant equitization of its debt, which will likely result in minimal or
no recovery for its current shareholders. Seadrill’s captive subsidiary, Seadrill Partners, also filed Chapter
11 in December. Partners cited the need to replace Seadrill Limited as its service provider due to Seadrill
allegedly using its position to strip Partners of cash and impose burdensome terms on its provision of
services while Partners sought a new provider.
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Overall, U.S. corporate bankruptcy filings rose in January from December 2020 as companies continue to
experience headwinds from the pandemic. The Federal Reserve warned of significant risks of business
bankruptcies as business leverage now stands near historical highs.

In its Monetary Policy Report to

Congress, the central bank stated, “insolvency risks at small and medium-sized firms, as well as at some
large firms, remain considerable.”

Debt Market
Ascend Performance Materials completed the repricing of its $1.1 billion term loan due August 2026. The
company took advantage of favorable borrowing rates and repriced at Libor + 475 (4.75%) with a 0.75%
Libor floor, which is down from the original Libor + 525 (5.25%) and a 1% floor. Ascend Performance
Materials develops and produces nylon polymers, plastics, and synthetic fibers for various commercial and
industrial uses. The company is rated BB-/Stable by S&P Global Ratings.

IPL Plastics, a manufacturer of injection-molded plastic packaging and container products, hit the market
for a $100 million add-on to its 6% secured notes. IPL initially sought an add-on of $75 million to fund the
acquisition of Leaktite Corp. However, the company boosted the add-on by an additional $25 million and
proceeds will also be used to fund a distribution to shareholders. IPL Plastics is rated B-/Stable by S&P
Global Ratings.

PLASTICS MARKET UPDATE
Prices for most resins continue to rise on the back of
global supply constraints and improved demand.
Most recently, multiple polyethylene (PE) and
polypropylene (PP) producers have shut plant
operations because of the winter storm affecting
the US Gulf Coast. LyondellBasell and INEOS Olefins
and Polymers USA each declared force majeure on
US PP effective immediately, according to customer
letters dated Feb. 15. Formosa Plastics also said it
has discontinued PE, PP, and olefins operations at
its Point Comfort, TX site because of the severe

weather conditions. Amid already tight supplies, this will likely further bump up prices for both PE and PP.
Despite this, S&P Global Ratings believes polyolefin producers (PE and PP) face a long climb to recover
revenues and earnings that were hard hit by low commodity prices in 2020.

Tight supply is further exacerbated by stronger demand. Argus Media reports applications such as
furniture, rigid packaging and textile applications used for personal protective equipment and medical
applications experienced double-digit growth in 2020. Other applications, such as compounding and
injection molding related to automotive demand are still showing steep year-to-date declines due to
factory slowdowns at the beginning of the pandemic but have experienced rapid demand improvement in
the last quarter as those factories ramp up production.
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PVC prices rose modestly in January. Demand has remained strong for home renovation and housing
starts have improved, boding well for products like PVC flooring.

PetroChem Wire’s Donna Todd states

that all four domestic PVC suppliers were building inventory ahead of their upcoming plant turnarounds.
Scheduled maintenance shutdowns could add to the supply tightness.

Regional prices for PET bottle resin moved up as demand remains strong. Beverage suppliers are building
inventories of the material in advance of higher consumption during the warmer summer months.
PetroChem Wire’s Xavier Cronin stated, “Demand typically falls during winter months, but has not done
so this year due to COVID-related demand for all kinds of plastics.”

With rising resin prices, some manufacturers might face headwinds if they cannot pass on the higher
costs.

SMALL-BUSINESS LANDSCAPE

The National Federation of Independent
Business (NFIB) Small Business Optimism Index
declined to an eight-month low in January as
small-business owners continue to grapple
with pandemic uncertainty.

The NFIB Small

Business Optimism Index provides an
indication of health of the small businesses in
the United States.

“As Congress debates another stimulus
package, small employers welcome any
additional relief that will provide a powerful
fiscal boost as their expectations for the
future are uncertain,” said NFIB Chief
Economist Bill Dunkelberg. "The COVID-19
pandemic continues to dictate how small
businesses operate and owners are worried
about future business conditions and sales."

In another recent survey done by Euler Hermes, 61% of survey respondents said the pandemic has pushed
up nonpayment rates, with 27% reporting at least a 50% surge in nonpayments. The survey included 250
CFOs or their direct reports at 250 small- and medium-size companies in North America. While
struggling to overcome coronavirus-related challenges, 57% of companies plan to increase reserves, 45%
plan to tighten credit terms and 31% are reviewing risk mitigation products to manage cash flow.

Despite the pessimism, the economy continues to bounce back, and we can anticipate improving
demand for the rest of 2021 barring another economic shock. According to the Congressional Budget
Office, as expanded vaccination reduces the spread of COVID-19 and the extent of social distancing
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declines, real gross domestic product (GDP) is projected to grow by 3.7 percent in 2021, returning to its
level from before the 2020–2021 coronavirus pandemic by the middle of the year.

The latest round of Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) funding opened one month ago, but the White
House announced additional changes to further help small businesses. The U.S. Small Business
Administration will establish a 14-day, exclusive PPP loan application period for businesses and
nonprofits with fewer than 20 employees. It will eliminate an exclusionary restriction on PPP access for
small business owners with prior non-fraud felony convictions, consistent with a bipartisan congressional
proposal. And it will also eliminate PPP access restrictions on small business owners who have struggled
to make federal student loan payments by eliminating federal student loan debt delinquency and default
as disqualifiers to participating in the PPP. The 14-day exclusivity period will start on Wednesday,
February 24, 2021, while the other four changes will be implemented by the first week of March.

To find out how ProfitGuard can help your

(866) 990-1099 or
visit eprofitguard.com.

business, please contact us at
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